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Is Kiev Regime Now Killing Foreign Journalists to Hide Its Corruption?

By Drago Bosnic, December 27, 2023

Back in August this year, reputable Egyptian investigative journalist Mohammed al-Alawi
revealed exclusive materials regarding the purchase of a villa worth nearly $5 million by a
woman named Olga Kiyashko. This would hardly be newsworthy if the person in question
wasn’t the mother-in-law of the Kiev regime frontman Volodymyr Zelensky.

Stunning Atrocities in Gaza Funded by US Taxpayers

By Ralph Nader, December 28, 2023

The stunning atrocities going on day after day is being recorded by U.S. drones over Gaza
and by brave Palestinian journalists directly targeted by the Israeli army. Over 66 journalists
and larger numbers of their families have been slain. Israel has excluded foreign and Israeli
journalists for years from Gaza.

Free Zones or Zones of Unfreedom? Debunking National Mythologies of “Happy” Jamaican
Call Centre Workers

By Tina Renier, December 27, 2023

Jamaica serves as a peculiar case study on special economic zones’ integration in global
supply chains (GSCs) because it is a small island developing state in the Caribbean region
with 213 special economic zones across 10 out of 14 of its parishes which employs 53,000
people.

Israel’s War Spending: The Ballooning Costs of Israel’s Genocidal War Against Palestine
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By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, December 27, 2023

The Bank of Israel Governor Amir Yaron is worried. He is keeping an eye on the ballooning
costs  of  his  country’s  war  against  Gaza  and  the  Palestinians.  Initially,  the  Netanyahu
government promised to increase its defence budget by NIS 20 billion (US$5.48 billion) per
annum in the aftermath of the war.

Fort Bragg: Meeting at the End of the World. The US Military in Crisis. “Recent COVID Period
Worsened All These Problems”

By Christine E. Black, December 27, 2023

In the past few years, the U.S. military has failed to meet its recruitment goals, according to
U.S. news outlets. International outlets, like Al Jazeera, also report on the shortages. Young
people’s poor mental and physical health, learning losses, and lack of confidence in the U.S.
government and the military have all been blamed for lagging recruitment. The recent Covid
period worsened all these problems.

Europe Betrayed. Minsk Peace Negotiations “Did Not Fail”? They Prepared Ukraine for War
with Russia? Angela Merkel

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, December 27, 2023

According to former German prime minister, Angela Merkel, the Agreements did not fail, but
fulfilled their real objective: to prepare Ukraine for a war against Russia in the near future.
Commenting on the beginning of Moscow’s special military operation and the escalation of
the  conflict  in  Donbass,  the  German  former  official  stated  that  this  confrontation  was
expected from the very beginning, with the ceasefire established in Minsk only working as a
way to temporarily alleviate tensions, enabling Kiev to gain time.

Christ in the Rubble. The Billionaires in Davos: “The Hypocrisy and Racism of the Western
World Is Transparent…” Rev. Munther Isaac

By Rick Thomas, December 27, 2023

Will  the genocidal war machine come to its senses and stop the barbaric slaughter of
innocent  civilians?  Or  will  the  conflict  stir  up  so  much  regional  anger,  that  the  conflict
escalates  into  a  much  wider  confrontation  between  Israel,  America,  Hezbollah  and  Iran?

Sudden Deaths: What Is Killing COVID-19 Vaccinated Men at 30-39?
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By Dr. William Makis, December 27, 2023

31 year old Amsterdam High School teacher Liam Pickett died suddenly of a burst aortic
artery on Nov. 28, 2023 which happened after teaching his last period class.

Palestine: The Cost of Bearing Witness. Chris Hedges

By Chris Hedges, December 27, 2023

Writing and photographing in wartime are acts of resistance, acts of faith.  They affirm the
belief that one day – a day the writers, journalists and photographers may never see – the
words and images will evoke empathy, understanding, outrage and provide wisdom. They
chronicle not only the facts, although facts are important, but the texture, sacredness and
grief of lives and communities lost.

Palestinian Resistance Cannot be Killed

By Steven Sahiounie, December 27, 2023

For the last thirty years, various resistance groups in the Middle East have emerged. Over
time, they have made alliances among themselves. Their collective goal is to free Palestine
from the brutal and enduring Israeli occupation.
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